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The Design

Welcome to 

a platform to motivate students

On Track



How We Got Here

Reinforce Positive Behavior
Discussions with students revealed that students felt positive after 
working on an assignment. This was the inspiration for creating a program 
that leverages those positive feelings to inspire continued effort. 

Unlike other motivational systems that focus on inspiring studious 
behavior before a student begins, either with external motivators like a 
positive grade or punishment, On Track reinforces positive behavior after 
the student has finished working.



My Fitness Pal Inspiration

A popular feature on the fitness application, “Myfitnesspal” is an encouraging message 
displayed to the user after inputting the calories they consumed during the day. The 
application calculates how much the user would weigh if every day they were to eat and 
exercise the same amount. Many users love this motivation technique because it 
projects more realistic expectations than they themselves set. 

Users of the app we spoke to said the message was motivating for two reasons:
-They are surprised by how much weight could be lost in a short amount of time
-They reported that they were satisfied and proud by how much they ate and exercised 

We believe a similar motivational strategy could be leveraged with Microsoft’s Intelligent 
Digital Assistant technology to help students reflect on their educational gains.



How Does This Influence Intrinsic Motivation

Whether it’s losing weight or writing a paper, staying intrinsically motivated can be difficult, especially with large, time-consuming goals. 
Our previous research on the topic of intrinsic motivation experienced by students studying in the library influenced our design by 
bounding our exploration of motivational strategies to those that positively impact Mastery, Purpose, and Autonomy. 

Every student progresses to their goal at a different pace. By only giving feedback based on accomplished 
work, the program adapts to that student’s workstyle and provides motivational information that’s relevant 
to them.

A
Autonomy

The program communicates to students that they are improving in relation to their goal by making progress.M
Mastery

The program reminds the student of the larger goal they are focused on accomplishing. Without such a 
reminder, it is easy to become overly focused and reactive to the current task.P

Purpose



Inspiring Action

Students may still have trouble getting started. Students without 
intrinsic motivation struggle the most, waiting until the last 
moment to begin work. Interviews with students revealed that 
stress was most felt before starting an assignment due to a 
paralyzing fear that work would be overly difficult. 

To help students get over the psychological barrier to begin an 
assignment, Microsoft On Track analyzes a student’s schedule and 
location to send reminder notifications when the student is most 
likely and available to work. 



How Does It Work?

Schedule- Reminders to begin or continue an assignment are not 
sent when the student is sleeping, in a meeting, or during other 
scheduled events. 

Location- Reminders may be sent if a student is at the library 
or other place of work. They would not be sent if the student is 
in transit or at a restaurant. 



A New Kind of “Save”

Traditionally, once you saved your progress on Word or 
Powerpoint that was the end. Although you may have just 
accomplished a great deal, these programs have no way of 
reinforcing your good effort. By integrating On Track, students 
receive positive reinforcement after saving in the form of a 
message clearly communicating their progress. 



Assignment Portal

Students wanting to keep track of their progress over multiple 
assignments can access them through the On Track portal. From 
here, students can begin assignments and launch Microsoft 
software, see a snapshot of how much time or work is left before 
completion, and add new assignments. 



Clear Communication Reporting

Like a weight loss goal, the student’s academic goal is abstract 
and imposing. To frame their progress in a more understandable 
way, On Track leverages what the student just experienced, the 
amount of work they completed. The notification will inform the 
student that if they were to complete as much as they just did in 
the future, it would only take X amount of time to complete their 
work. This positively reinforces the student’s behavior and 
incentivizes them to return to make more progress. 



Explore Your Interests

Also available to students from the On Track portal is a display of 
articles, videos, news, and other media related to their studies. By 
semantically analyzing the student’s work in progress, the system 
uses Bing search to display content that might interest them. 

This feature reminds students of the larger purpose of their effort 
by sharing the great work done by others in their field. It is also 
beneficial for students that need to perform exploratory research 
for their assignments. 
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OnTrack collects students’ data from their mobile devices, laptops and even public computers when they 
log into their accounts. This helps the system know the ideal time to notify the student to begin working. 



Cara opens her laptop at the library and On Track recognized her location, her schedule and what 
assignments she has and when they are due.



On Track then suggests that she should start working on her report on the Sonoran desert, which is due in 
one week. 



Cara follows On Track’s suggestion and starts working on her assignment in the library with Microsoft 
Word.



After she saves her document, OnTrack gives her positive feedback using her productivity for the day as 
motivation for the next day.



Inspired by her progress, Cara reflects on her past successes and future ambitions. 
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